Si adatta la teoria generale dei girocontinui sviluppata in 1] per applicazioni nel caso dei uidi perfetti con spin e degli iper uidi 9]. Ovvi cambiamenti sono necessari a causa dell'interesse principalmente rivolto ai solidi in 1]; nel caso presente, in aggiunta a quanto sopra, si sfrutta il carattere conservativo del continuo. In conclusione si indaga sul ruolo della metrica, del riferimento covariante, della connessione, della torsione e della curvatura in un uido.
INTRODUCTION
We continue here our study of gyrocontinua. In 1] we were motivated by the possible concrete applications suggested, e.g., by D'Eleuterio et al. (cfr 5] , 6]). Now we take up the idea, mentioned, e.g., in 9] by Obukhov and Tresguerres, that a theory of gyro uids may be of interest in cosmological studies. We narrow our developments to a classical setting; however:
(i) we secure a link with a general approach to uids with microstructure; (ii) we examine more closely| a la Noll|the consequences of the uid nature of the continuum (implying invariance of the constitutive laws to unimodular deformations); (iii) we concentrate our attention on hyper uids (i.e. micromorphic uids) and refer to spin uids (i.e. Cosserat uids) as a subcase;
(iv) we import some relevant concepts from the continuum theory of dislocations; (v) we take advantage of the occasion for sundry remarks bearing on the general theory.
PERFECT FLUIDS WITH MICROSTRUCTURE
As shown in 4], one starting point for a theory of perfect uids with microstructure is the choice of a potential ' per unit mass: ' = '( ; ; grad )
(1) as a function of a scalar taking into account the compressibility of the uid (i.e. := detF with F the placement gradient from a paragon setting) and , a variable which speci es the microstructure: formally is an element of a manifold M of nite dimension.
Then from a variational principle we get the balance equations in statics divT + f = 0; divS + ? = 0; in B; Tn = t; Sn = ; on @B; (2) where
(I, the unit tensor). Here the second addendum in T could be called the Ericksen stress as in the theory of liquid crystals.
The stress T needs not be symmetric in general; the invariance of the action of internal forces under changes of observer requires only that:
where e is Ricci's permutation tensor and A is the in nitesimal generator of rotations on the microstructure, i.e. the operator describing the e ect of a rotation q of the observer on the value (q) of the microstructure to the rst order in q:
The constitutive relations (3) are equivalent to (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) of 9], though we prefer to restrict dependence upon , instead than upon the whole tensor F T F, due to the uid nature of the continuum. No guide is o ered in 4] (except through later examples) as to the choice, in general, of the variable that best mirrors given physical circumstances, though the way equations (2) are deduced implies at least minimality of the dimension of M. Also the fact that Cauchy's stress may not be symmetric, and hence A must then be non-null, implies that the appropriate choice is, in such cases, observer-dependent.
One could go beyond and examine if and how a gross deformation of the body in uences Many di erent physical meanings can be attributed to N. In solids it is often possible to propose a paragon setting (e.g., a, perhaps non-existent but easily imaginable, setting of perfect crystallinity); then N might be interpreted as leading from the local reference in a paragon setting to a current uniform reference, in the sense of Noll, i.e. the reference from which one counts the elastic response, supposed to be the same at all points within the body. In other words, if the placement gradient F is also counted from the paragon setting, then the elastic potential is the same function of G := NF ?1 at all points of the body. In these cases a rotation Q = e ?eq of the observer changes N into QN. Therefore the components of the in nitesimal generator a are a iJk = e ikh N hJ ) a kiJ = ?e kih N hJ ;
(7) and the second of (6) becomes, in components, skw(T ij + Z iL N jL + s iLh N jL;h ) = 0:
The rst equation (6) rules the evolution of the uniform reference (see, e.g., 10] for a recent thorough study), whereas Cauchy's equation together with the constitutive law for the stress deriving from the elastic potential and (8) But the essential step lays in the physical meaning, if any, that can be attributed to those mathematical entities. First of all comes the choice between N and a tensorial variable, say G, related to it, but independent of unimodular transformations of the paragon setting (as would be expected in uids). Then the above mentioned de nitions, which are usually given when dealing with crystal lattices, need be revisited.
Moreover the theory demands a dependence of ' also on a gradient of N, an issue which is brie y outlined in 4] (as appropriate for a theory of solids) and needs further investigation here.
A nal comment is worthwhile: in the brief outline above _ N and N were indicated as the variables on which the kinetic energy density may depend; however, as noticed in Remark 3 of Sect.6 of 4], such assumption leads to a seemingly preposterous corollary. Perhaps _ G should be the appropriate kinetic variable.
All these provisos notwithstanding we explore rst the consequences, in solids, of the existence for all internal actions of a potential of the type ' = '(F; N; GradN); (9) where the capital letter in Grad means that di erentiation is taken over the paragon setting. Usually such existence is dismissed, due to the prevailing interest for cases where almost any change of uniformity is dissipative; however, even if speculative, the assumption provides us with a convenient preamble to our later developments.
Under the circumstances, the balance laws continue to be equations (6) 
and (8) is automatically satis ed.
As we wish here to study uids, neither of the two cases is of immediate help: there may be doubts about the relevance of a paragon setting (however, think of the case of smectic liquid crystals) and, secondly, the dependence of the potential on gradN seems to be almost mandatory (again the case of liquid crystals is enlightening). Also, as already mentioned, one must judge if the rôle of G, rather than N, in the kinetic energy of the body is more appropriate.
We take all these re ections into account when we put forward later a de nition of hyper uid.
4. Continua with dislocations
The attributes of the a ne eld N are unlike those of the eld F, because N need not bè compatible'. If and only if GradN coincides throughout the body with the minor right transpose ( GradN) t , there exists a vector eld a such that N = Grada and N becomes compatible'; but, actually, the interest lays in the`incompatibility' of N. In reality, most often a paragon set of three, orthonormal directors exists, fd (R) j R 2 f1;2;3gg, having an immediate physical signi cance in the description of particles (as it would be for the edges in a perfect cubic crystal lattice), the evolution of which is ruled by N: In a uid no privileged settings exist; in particular, no paragon setting may be summoned, even though molecular number densities, at least, need be compared (but they are simply determined by the value of ?1 ); hence, at rst glance, the concepts reviewed in the previous section seem to be wholly unsuitable for uids. However, no paragon setting is needed if, formally, we substitute the tensor N in ' with the tensor G := NF ?1 . Said di erently, even if we were to imagine a setting, chosen at random, as paragon, a successive change of that setting through any unimodular deformation would have no e ect on the potential, hence on all internal actions; that circumstance characterises uids even if in a circuitous way. Again, the choice of G en lieu of N as an argument in ' could be said to mean that the paragon setting is the present one.
In conclusion, for uids, we may take for the potential a function of , G, gradG ' = '( ; G; gradG):
Under a change of observer by a rotation of axial vector q, the function ' changes into ' (q) = '( (q) ; G (q) ; ( gradG) (q) ); 
2. Fluids with dislocations
Perhaps the major interest lays in the subcase when the independent variables in ' are (the scalar and) the metric represented by the symmetric tensor H and the tensor density A of uid dislocations ' = '( ; H; A); H := G T G; A ij = e jpq G is;r G ?1 sp G ?1 rq :
(27) Again an invariant base must be determined, but involving now only two second order tensors, one of them symmetric. 
